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Abstract
Many computer systems, especially mobile and IoT systems,
use a large number of I/O devices. A contemporary OS acts as
a security guard for these devices, which trust the OS to cor-
rectly implement the “perimeter defense.” Moreover, the OS
also trusts these devices and their drivers to be well-behaved
and bug-free. This interwoven trust model complicates the
security of the system as a single vulnerable component can
undermine all security guarantees. Not surprising, this ar-
chitecture has failed to achieve strong security as evident
by attacks that have targeted I/O devices or their drivers.
In this paper, we call for a radically new approach, called
I/O-Device-as-a-Service (IDaaS), where each I/O device acts
a separate service and is responsible for its own security.
Inspired by Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA), IDaaS re-
quires every device to be equipped with its own software
stack and provide an externalizable API that can be safely
exposed to untrusted software. We discuss the design deci-
sions in IDaaS, highlight its security benefits and research
challenges, and present a case study.

CCS Concepts • Security and privacy→ Systems secu-
rity; Operating systems security; Mobile platform se-
curity.
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1 Introduction
A security design used quite often in practice is “perimeter
defense.” An intermediary interposes and vets all communi-
cations between untrusted parties and insecure components
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inside the perimeter. Often this is to allow for legacy com-
ponents to be used securely, as with a firewall protecting
against an external attacker exploiting a weak or out-of-date
component. In this design, the security of the system de-
pends on the thoroughness of the perimeter defense plus the
operational security of every component inside the perime-
ter. In practice, this can be quite weak, as has been shown by
the numerous security leaks of confidential enterprise infor-
mation [7] or even a compromise of an automobile through
a vulnerable telematics system [13].
OSes have long been built on this perimeter defense de-

sign: I/O devices attached to the computer depend on the OS,
mainly the kernel, for their security. Any analysis of possible
threats must include the device1 itself, the driver software,
the OS, and in most cases, other devices and their drivers.
This is especially concerning for mobile and IoT systems due
to their hardware diversity. For example, more than 24,000
distinct Android systems from more than 1000 manufactur-
ers were available in the market in 2015 [29]. Such extreme
diversity results in a large number of distinct I/O devices,
such as cameras, audio devices, GPUs, various sensors such
as accelerometer and compass, and several network devices
such as WiFi, bluetooth, and NFC, each of which from sev-
eral different manufacturers. The current OS security design
means vulnerabilities in any of these devices or their drivers
can result in devastating results.
Not surprisingly, this architecture has failed to provide

strong security guarantees. First, the OS’s trust on devices
and their drivers is a continuous source of problems. De-
veloped by third-party manufacturers, device drivers are a
major source of crash bugs and security vulnerabilities in
today’s systems [15, 20, 41, 45]. For example, in 2016, 85%
of kernel bugs in Android were in device drivers [41]. Even
malicious device drivers have been spotted in the past, e.g., a
driver used to implement a rootkit [35]. The device hardware
is not necessarily trustworthy either and malicious devices
can be used to attack the system, e.g., a malicious network
device that leaks sensitive memory content. Second, I/O de-
vices’ trust in the OS is problematic too. Today, a compromise
in the OS exposes all I/O devices, e.g., GPUs and disks, to
untrusted applications. For example, a malicious application
that compromises the OS can access all the buffers stored in
the GPU even if those buffers belong to other applications.

Over the last several decades, OS and security researchers
have proposed various solutions to alleviate the problems

1In the paper, we use the word “device” exclusively to refer to an I/O device.
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caused by this design. Microkernels, exokernels, and user-
space I/O frameworks execute device drivers outside the ker-
nel [3, 9, 10, 17, 21, 25, 27, 31, 32, 34, 43]. Many solutions have
also been proposed to deal with vulnerable device drivers
in monolithic kernels, including in-kernel hardware-based
and software-based sandboxing [12, 39], type-safety [16, 46],
reference validation [42], automatic synthesis [36, 37], bug
finding with static analysis [8, 18, 24, 30] and dynamic anal-
ysis [33, 38]. Other solutions have also been proposed to
protect the system against malicious hardware devices [5].

However, these solutions address only part of the problem.
For example, they only address the bugs in drivers or try to
protect against a specific set of malicious devices. The sad
result of lack of a comprehensive solution is simply today’s
whack-a-mole approach, where bugs and vulnerabilities are
patched when found (or worse when exploited).
In this paper, we call for a radically new approach: all

I/O devices must be designed and integrated with the system
as mutually distrusting services. Our proposal is inspired by
Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA), in which every service
in a datacenter is responsible for its own operation with
an external interface open to untrusted use. In other words,
such a service can be made visible as an API to the outside
world without depending on a perimeter defense system. We
refer to this proposed architecture as I/O-Device-as-a-Service
(IDaaS). IDaaS addresses the core of the security problems
regarding I/O devices: the mutual trust between the OS and
these devices. In IDaaS, all services are mutually distrusting
– neither the OS nor the device are trusted by the other.

The IDaaS architecture advocates a key principle: all I/O
devices should be responsible for their own security. This prin-
ciples has several design implications. First, it means the
API provided by an I/O device must be externalizable. That
is, the OS should be able to securely expose this API to un-
trusted applications. Obviously, this API must be narrow
and well-defined. In §4, we provide an example of externaliz-
able API for camera. Second, to implement such an API, I/O
devices must include their own software stack (including de-
vice drivers). I/O devices today provide a low-level hardware
interface, such as registers and interrupts, to the OS. The
OS then uses a device driver as well as some libraries and
user space daemons to implement higher-level logical APIs
for applications. In IDaaS, the device itself must run all the
required software stack (e.g., device drivers, libraries, and
daemons) on an internal microcontroller in order to directly
implement the logical API. Finally, I/O devices must imple-
ment their own security mechanisms and not rely on the OS.
This includes secure boot, data isolation, and authentication
(§3.3).

Indeed, some I/O devices already adhere to some of these
principles. First, some devices implement their own secu-
rity mechanisms. For example, SR-IOV devices support vir-
tual modes, which untrusted users or virtual machines can
directly access [26]. Second, some devices run part of the

software stack on microcontrollers (rather than in the OS).
For example, the Imaging SubSystem (ISS) in OMAP4 mo-
bile SoC leverages Cortex M3 microcontrollers to execute its
firmware, which directly interfaces with the camera, com-
municates with the main processor using a message-passing
interface, and delivers the frames to the OS by copying them
into main memory [40]. However, none of these devices ad-
here to all the principles needed to fully decouple I/O devices
and the OS.
Eliminating the trust between the OS and devices has an

important design implication. That is, an application cannot
rely on the OS for secure communication with a device;
it must use a secure enclave instead to establish a secure
channel. Without enclaves, IDaaS still provides half of its
benefits by isolating the device and its software from the
OS. It cannot however eliminate trust on the OS. Note that
IDaaS can use various realizations of secure enclaves, e.g.,
Intel SGX enclaves, trusted applications running in ARM
TrustZone secure world, or applications protected from the
OS by a more privileged layer, e.g., hypervisor [14, 23].
Pushing the security burden to I/O devices might seem

counter-intuitive and one might wonder how such a design
can improve the overall security of the system. We see four
fundamental reasons. First, as device drivers and devices are
isolated from the kernel, their vulnerabilities (and even mal-
ice) do not lead to kernel exploits. In IDaaS, vulnerabilities
in the device software stack can only lead to attacks directed
at that specific I/O device, e.g., phishing attacks through the
compromise of the display. Such attacks are more limited in
scope. Note that microkernels also isolate device drivers from
the kernel, but they do not provide the rest of the security
benefits of IDaaS.
Second, the externalizable interface of I/O devices is nar-

row, hence the attack surface on these devices ismuch smaller.
Thismeans that the same vulnerabilities that can be exploited
through the wide attack surface of a kernel device driver
might not be exploitable under the narrow interface of IDaaS.
Third, as devices do not rely on the OS for their security,

a compromise in the OS does not automatically lead to the
compromise of these devices.
Finally, quite counter-intuitively, we believe that IDaaS

architecture can improve the quality of the software stack of
I/O devices developed by their manufacturers. We see two
reasons for this. First, IDaaS has software engineering ben-
efits – it allows the manufacturer to develop and test only
a single version of the software stack (rather than multiple
versions for different OSes or different OS versions), which
helps it focus its resources. Second, IDaaS helps with blame
allocation – if an I/O device gets compromised, the manu-
facturer will be exclusively blamed. This will motivate the
device manufacturer to improve the quality of its software.
One might think that IDaaS will require manufacturers

to write more code (which may result in more bugs and vul-
nerabilities). We expect the extra code to be small including
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some code to boot the device and to implement an interface
to receive device requests. Moreover, we expect this extra
code to be reused across various devices allowing it to be
properly tested.

In addition to enhancing the system’s security, IDaaS will
have three other benefits. First, IDaaS may facilitate inno-
vation in OS design since porting device drivers is a barrier
for adoption of new OSes. Second, IDaaS allows the OS and
device software to be upgraded separately. Third, IDaaS may
reduce the energy consumption of the system by shifting
work from power-hungry processors to more efficient mi-
crocontrollers.
The IDaaS architecture requires a microcontroller and a

small amount ofmemory for every I/O device.We believe this
is not a difficult requirement to satisfy as (i) manymodern I/O
devices already have microcontrollers [19], (ii) the required
amount of hardware resources to meet this goal is small, and
(iii) hardware is increasingly cheap.

2 Background
Our proposed architecture is inspired by the success of Service-
Oriented Architecture (SOA) in revolutionizing cloud com-
puting. As an example, around 2002, Amazon decided to
redesign itself using SOA [44]. That is, it decided that every
functionality and data in Amazon must be provided through
services with externalizable APIs. This design forbade cross-
talk and direct links between various components. All ex-
changes had to be implemented through the service APIs.
Amazon’s decision to adopt SOAmeant that each service had
to provide a well-defined API for other services and clients
to interact with it. This also meant that each service had to
be designed with security in mind as each service was now
exposed, through its API, to the outside world.
An SOA-based design can improve the overall security

of a system for one key reason: it reduces the complexity
of the system, making it easier to reason about and imple-
ment security mechanisms. In contrast, in a highly integrated
system, different components interact through complex, not-
well-documented, and hard-to-analyze interfaces. This is
problematic as the reliability and security of every compo-
nent now relies on other components. It also requires teams
in charge of various components to remain in constant com-
munication, e.g., for vulnerability patching, which further
complicates development.

3 Overview
Inspired by SOA, we propose a radical architecture, I/O-
Device-as-a-Service (IDaaS), for the support of I/O devices
in a computer system. We propose that every I/O device
must act as an independent service. It must not trust the
OS; instead, it must be fully responsible for its own security
and provide its own externalizable API. We expect each I/O
device to be equipped with a microcontroller and a small
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Figure 1. (a) Current architecture. (b) Proposed SOA-based
IDaaS architecture.

amount of memory to run the device driver and the rest of
the software stack for the device. Moreover, in this design,
the kernel does not trust the device and its software either.
Figure 1 illustrates the existing and proposed architectures.

One key aspect of IDaaS is the decoupling of the device and
its software from the OS. This makes our proposal different
from existingwork that refactors an I/O device software stack
for performance reasons. For example, Helios runs a satellite
kernel on every programmable device, such as a network
device [28]. The goal of Helios is to improve the performance
by running the application closer to the hardware it uses.
However, it still requires the OS to provide device drivers for
the device. Moreover, Helios assumes that the device fully
trusts the OS. For example, Helios requires the OS to load
the software running on the programmable device. In IDaaS,
devices do not trust the OS. They do implement their own
security mechanisms, e.g., secure boot to guarantee the right
software is loaded on the device.
IDaaS may be applied to any peripheral device in the

system. However, we mainly target IDaaS for I/O devices
used by applications, such as camera, GPU, audio devices,
display, touchscreen, sensors, network devices, and storage
devices. For simpler peripheral devices that are not directly
used by applications, such as a clock or a voltage regulator,
one can use a simpler model – either the current fully-trusted
model or a model where the device trusts the kernel but the
kernel does not trust the device and limits its behavior.

3.1 Externalizable API
In IDaaS, the API of an I/O device must be externalizable.
That is, the API must be safely exposed to untrusted ap-
plications. This has two important implications. First, the
APIs provided by I/O devices must be high-level logical APIs.
Today’s I/O devices expose to the kernel a low-level hard-
ware interface (i.e., registers and interrupts), which cannot
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be safely exposed to untrusted applications. Even the dri-
vers do not typically provide such logical APIs. Instead, they
expose a large number of custom ioctl syscalls that are
either only exposed to OS daemons in user space (since they
cannot be safely exposed to untrusted applications) or are
exposed to untrusted applications resulting in a wide attack
surface. However, high-level logical APIs for I/O devices of-
ten exist. They are typically provided by user space libraries
and daemons. As an example, the camera service process in
Android provides a camera API for applications (available
through Binder IPC calls). In our proposed architecture, we
argue that I/O devices should directly provide the high-level
logical API used by applications. This means that the device
must include and run the whole software stack (including the
device driver, libraries, and daemons) on a microcontroller
on the device. In addition, we suggest that the API should
only include a few high-level calls with clear semantics. This
has the important advantage of reducing the attack surface
on the device software.
Second, in IDaaS, an I/O device does not provide a privi-

leged interface for calls from the kernel (unlike an SR-IOV
device that has a privileged interface for the kernel as well
as virtual interfaces for untrusted applications or virtual ma-
chines). It only exposes a single set of APIs, which can be
called by any software.

3.2 Message Queue-based Interface
In IDaaS, the interface to every device is a message queue.
Software can insert API call requests on the queue and the
I/O device services these requests. Queues are a common
primitive in message-passing microkernels. We generalize
this primitive to devices as well.

The default design decision in IDaaS is for each I/O device
to provide a single message queue, which is managed by the
OS. This means that the OS mediates applications’ accesses
to device queues. This might cause performance overhead,
which can be an issue for devices with high performance
requirement. To address this problem, high performance de-
vices can optionally provide multiple queues, each of which
can be directly mapped into an application’s address space to
enable direct access. If needed, performance can be further
improved by using per-application per-core queues. This is
similar to SR-IOV devices. However, IDaaS is different from
SR-IOV as it does not have a privileged interface for the OS
to program and configure the device and hence does not
require a device driver in the OS.
In IDaaS, the role of the OS is to implement access con-

trol. That is, the OS only grants or deny applications access
to devices’ message queues (see the queue manager depicted
in Figure 1). This design has an important implication on
the threat model of the system: in the presence of a ma-
licious kernel, IDaaS will be able to provide integrity and
confidentiality guarantees for the data produced, stored, or
used by I/O devices, but cannot guarantee the availability

of the device. For example, a display controller can protect
the confidentiality of the data shown to the user (similar to
SchrodinText [4]) and a GPU can protect the data buffers
sent to it by applications for 3D rendering. But these de-
vices cannot guarantee that they will be available to service
applications’ requests when needed. We believe this is an
acceptable threat model as a compromised kernel has many
other ways to mount availability attacks on applications, e.g.,
refusing to execute them.

Note that since the OS enforces access control, it can allow
any app, including malicious ones, to use an I/O device. For
example, it might allow a malicious application to eavesdrop
on the user through the camera. Addressing these other types
of attacks is out of the scope of IDaaS.

3.3 Security Measures
Every I/O device in IDaaS must implement its own security
measures including:

1. Secure boot. Every device should check the integrity
and authenticity of its software image at load time rather
than trusting the kernel. This design can prevent attacks that
attempt to deploy malicious firmware on an I/O device [11].
Moreover, secure boot prevents all device software upgrades
other than those by the manufacturer.

Secure boot requires the device to have the public key of
its manufacturer in secure persistent storage. To achieve this,
the device should use some form of a read-only memory (e.g.,
“One Time Programmable (OTP) or eFuse memory” [6]) only
available to it.

2. Data isolation. Those devices that store sensitive in-
formation of different applications must provide isolation
mechanisms to protect the data, e.g., through paging. Some
devices already support such isolations mechanisms, e.g.,
GPUs. However, today’s devices rely on the OS-based driver
to program the isolation-related resources, e.g., device page
tables (which translate device virtual addresses to physical
addresses). In IDaaS, these resources must be configured
directly by the on-device software.

3. Authentication & secure communication. Given
the externalizable API of I/O devices, applications can di-
rectly communicate with them. This raises important chal-
lenges: authenticating the requests and protecting the confi-
dentiality and integrity of communication. To address these
challenges, applications and I/O devices should use secure
channels for communication. To bootstrap such a channel,
an I/O device should have a persistent device key (i.e., a
private key uniquely available to the device).
We note that cryptographic operations add performance

overhead. Therefore, we suggest using them judiciously. For
example, if the confidentiality of the data is not important,
encryption should be avoided. We suggest leaving this deci-
sion to applications and devices.
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3.4 Enclaves for Secure I/O
Since the OS is not trusted in IDaaS, applications should
use secure enclaves to communicate with devices. In today’s
systems, applications trust the OS to be able to impersonate
them, e.g., by programming I/O devices on their behalf. And
in that setting, the device must also trust the user’s delega-
tion to the OS. IDaaS supports a stricter model, where the OS
does not need to be trusted. That is, an application can use a
hardware-backed enclave to establish a secure communica-
tion channel with an I/O device without relying on the OS.
IDaaS can use various realizations of secure enclaves, e.g.,
Intel SGX enclaves, trusted applications running in ARM
TrustZone secure world, or applications protected from the
OS by a more privileged layer, e.g., hypervisor [14, 23]. Note
that without enclaves, IDaaS still provides half of its bene-
fits by isolating the device and its software from the OS. It
cannot however eliminate trust on the OS.
Existing systems have already advocated for this model.

For example, Graviton, which targets trusted execution on
GPUs, enables an application to create a secure communi-
cation channel with the GPU to exchange sensitive data
without trusting the OS. IDaaS extends this to other I/O
devices as well. It also requires I/O devices to implement
additional security features, such as secure boot. Moreover,
unlike Graviton, IDaaS requires redesigning of the APIs ex-
posed by I/O devices to be externalizable.

4 A Case Study
In this section, we discuss how a camera can adopt IDaaS.
Current device drivers for cameras implement a large set of
ioctl syscalls. For example, the Qualcomm MSM camera
device driver used in many mobile systems, such as Nexus
5X and Nexus 6P, consists of about 65,000 kernel LoC and
implements about 120 ioctls, resulting in a large trusted
computing base (TCB) with a wide attack surface. This driver
implements various low-level functionalities of the camera
including image capture, frame streaming, image processing
(e.g., flipping, rotating, denoising, and cropping), compres-
sion, and flash. It is no surprise that this single driver has so
far been the host of several bugs and vulnerabilities, which
can even be exploited for kernel code injection [38].
Instead, we suggest that the camera should include the

software needed to operate the camera and expose mainly a
single externalizable API call: capture_frame(conf, buf,
sec_ops). With this API design, an application (permitted
to access the camera by the OS) can receive a camera frame
by sending a single capture_frame message to the camera
device. The first parameter of the message is the set of con-
figuration options required for that specific frame including
resolution, pixel format, flash option, and lens focus. The sec-
ond parameter is the buffer in the application’s address space
where the frame needs to be written. Finally, the last param-
eter is an optional one. If provided, it asks the camera to sign

or encrypt the frame before storing it into the buffer. This sin-
gle API call can support video capture as well, in which case
the application sends consecutive capture_frame messages
to the camera.

In fact, a similar camera API has been recently introduced
in Android. In Android, the Hardware Abstraction Layer
(HAL) in user space implements APIs for various types of
I/O devices. HAL version 3 of camera has adopted a similar
message-based API (although it does not support signed or
encrypted frames) [22]. This demonstrates the feasibility of
using a narrow API for an I/O device. However, note that the
Android HAL runs in a daemon process in user space, still
requiring a large and complex device driver in the kernel.
Moreover, in today’s system, the camera device must trust
the OS. Our proposal is to move the software stack to the
camera itself and eliminate the trust between the camera
and the OS.

While we only elaborate on one case study here, one can
envision similar APIs for other I/O devices. For example, an
audio device can provide a single API to record or play an au-
dio segment of an adjustable length. A sensor can implement
a single API to capture a reading. Even a complex device
such as GPU can be used with a small number of APIs. For
example, a GPU can expose an API that accepts a shader
kernel and all its inputs at once, performs the computation
and rendering, and returns the output results and buffers
to the caller. In contrast, in today’s systems, these devices
expose a complex hardware interface to the OS, and their
device drivers exposes tens of ioctl syscalls to user space.

5 Research Challenges & Discussions
5.1 Peripheral Buses
In today’s systems, I/O devices are typically connected to
the system bus through peripheral buses, e.g., I2C and PCI.
These buses facilitate the connection of diverse – often weak
– hardware devices to different system buses operating at
high frequencies. In order to use a device connected to the
bus, the OS needs to program the bus using a bus driver. The
buses are diverse, hence there are many drivers for them. For
example, the latest stable Linux kernel version at the time of
writing (version 4.20.2) contains drivers for more than 100
different I2C buses, collectively more than 50,000 LoC. What
happens to these bus drivers in IDaaS?

We argue that the OS should not contain custom bus dri-
vers as it violates the IDaaS principle of decoupling of I/O
devices (and their buses) from the OS. Instead, the bus driver
should run on a microcontroller closer to the bus. We see two
cases. First, for an I/O device that is integrated in the system
and is the sole user of the bus, the same microcontroller that
runs the device software stack can run the bus driver. This
microcontroller connects to the peripheral bus (which itself
connects to the device hardware). It also communicates with
the main processor (which executes the OS).
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Second, for external devices, e.g., USB devices, and for
those sharing a bus, a separate microcontroller dedicated to
the bus can be used. These I/O devices still need to have their
full software stack running on their own microcontrollers.
In contrast to the previous case, however, the peripheral bus
here has its own microcontroller, which runs the bus driver
and interfaces with the main processor. This bus microcon-
troller forwards the messages from the main processor to
the I/O device and vice versa.
For the device and bus microcontrollers’ communication

with the main processor, we recommend a hardware com-
munication medium that provides some memory space and
interrupts for exchanging messages. A good example of such
a medium is the hardware mailbox used in OMAP SoCs for
communication between various microprocessors, microcon-
trollers, and accelerators, e.g., Cortex A9 microprocessors,
Cortex M3 microcontrollers, and a DSP in OMAP4 [40]. This
mailbox provides interrupts and message queues with a lim-
ited number of queues and entries in each queue.

5.2 Secure Memory Access
Some I/O devices may need to use DMA for exchanging data
with applications. However, DMA results in a large attack
surface as it requires trusting the driver (to set up the DMA
correctly) and the device (to obey the DMA instructions).

We discuss two design decisions to address the challenges
with DMA in IDaaS. First, simpler I/O devices should not use
DMA at all. Many simple sensors and actuators do not re-
quire exchanging large amounts of data with applications. In
such cases, the data can be directly exchanged. For example,
OMAP4 hardware mailbox supports 32-bit messages [40],
which can easily carry the data of simple I/O devices.

Second, I/O devices requiring DMA for large amounts of
data (e.g., camera images and GPU buffers) must be protected
by I/O Memory Management Units (IOMMUs). That is, the
kernel must program the IOMMUs to limit the DMA tar-
gets to only part of the corresponding application’s memory,
which is used to exchange data with the I/O device. Unre-
stricted DMA access to application’s memory, or even worse,
to the system memory, must be prohibited. If not, the device
will have the ability to overwrite critical memory regions,
e.g., the kernel memory or an app’s code section. When us-
ing enclaves, the memory buffer accessed by DMA will be
a bounce buffer sitting outside the enclave memory, requir-
ing signing or encryption for security. Note that this design
means that a malicious kernel can allow a device to overwrite
an application’s memory (but not the enclave memory). This
is not a new attack vector as the kernel can directly write to
an application memory.

5.3 Economy of IDaaS
We believe that the device software can run on a weak or –
for some complex devices – a moderately powerful micro-
controller on the device. Yet, one might wonder if requiring

one microcontroller per I/O device might be too expensive
in practice. We believe that this requirement can be met.
First, many I/O devices already have microcontrollers, e.g.,
GPUs [19] and cameras [40]. Second, today’s mobile SoC’s
incorporate billions of transistors (e.g., 7 billion and 10 bil-
lion for Apple A12 and A12X Bionic, respectively [1, 2]).
A small microcontroller requires anywhere between 10s of
thousands to a few millions of transistors depending on its
features. As a result, using one microcontroller for a few
tens of I/O devices requires a small fraction of the overall
transistor budget on a chip.

Moreover, we see two opportunities for sharing. The first
one is sharing a microcontroller between devices from the
same manufacturer. In an SoC, often a few devices are from
the same manufacturer. For example, it is common to see
Qualcomm’s GPU and camera on a device with a Qualcomm
SoC. In this case, these I/O devices can share a microcon-
troller. Similarly, several sensors might be from the same
manufacturer. While this design breaks the strong IDaaS iso-
lation between the sharing devices, we think it is acceptable
since all of them are from the same manufacturer and trust
each other.

The second opportunity is for sharing a security co-processor.
In IDaaS, I/O devices require cryptographic operations to
implement their security measures (§3.3). While a software
implementation is feasible, using a security co-processor
can help with performance. However, requiring a security
co-processor for all I/O devices, especially for simpler ones,
might not be economic. Therefore, for simpler devices, one
can consider sharing a security co-processor. Such sharing
must be done carefully to provide strong isolation between
sharing devices and to protect the co-processor from the OS.

6 Conclusions
We introduce IDaaS, a system architecture for secure integra-
tion of I/O devices in a computer system. In this architecture,
each I/O device is a service, which runs its own software
stack, is in charge of its own security, and does not trust
the OS for perimeter defense. The OS does not trust the de-
vice and its software stack either. This results in reduced
complexity and has the potential to improve the overall sys-
tem security, but poses a number of challenges for future
research.
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